Abstract. This is the third in a series of papers attempting to describe a uniform geometric framework in which many integrable systems can be placed. A soliton hierarchy can be constructed from a splitting of an infinite dimensional group L as positive and negative subgroups L± and a commuting sequence in the Lie algebra L+ of L+. Given f ∈ L−, there is a formal inverse scattering solution u f of the hierarchy. When there is a 2 co-cycle on L that vanishes on both L+ and L−, Wilson constructed for each f ∈ L− a tau function τ f for the hierarchy. In this third paper, we prove the following results for the n × n KdV hierarchy:
Introduction
This is the third in a series of papers attempting to describe a uniform geometric framework in which many integrable systems can be placed. We defined the n × n KdV hierarchy in the first paper [7] . We gave integral formulas for the partials of tau functions τ and a general construction of Virasoro action on ln τ in terms of reduced frames for soliton hierarchies in the second paper [8] . The main goal of this paper is to apply these general framework and formulas to the n×n KdV hierarchy. In particular, we obtain the following results:
(1) We can recover the formal inverse scattering solutions from partial derivatives of the tau function of the scattering data. ( 2) The natural Virasoro action on ln τ explained in our previous paper [8] is given by partial differential operators on ln τ .
(3) There is a bijection between the phase space of the n × n KdV hierarchy and the space of order n differential operators on the line so that flows in the n × n KdV correspond to flows in the GelfandDickey (GD n ) hierarchy under this bijection. (4) We prove that our Virasoro action on the n × n KdV hierarchy corresponds to the well-known Virasoro action on the GD n hierarchy under the bijection.
We apologize for the fact that these results involve long and complicated computations. In the future, we would like to understand scale invariant solutions, which do not have scattering data of the sort used to construct the formulas in the paper. This paper is organized as follows: We set up notation and review the construction of the n × n KdV hierarchy in section 2, and review the gauge equivalence and the construction of Drinfeld-Sokolov's quotient flows in section 3. We describe cross sections of the gauge action and define the cross section flows in section 4. We prove that we can recover the formal inverse scattering solution from the second partials of ln τ for the n × n KdV hierarchy in section 5, and prove that the Virasoro vector fields on ln τ are given by partial differential operators in section 6. We show that the n × n KdV hierarchy is equivalent to the GD n hierarchy and give an algorithm to construct a solution of the n × n KdV hierarchy from a solution of the GD n hierarchy in section 7. We prove that the Virasoro vector fields for the n × n KdV hierarchy correspond to the well-known Virasoro vector fields for the GD n hierarchy under the equivalence in the last section.
The n × n KdV hierarchy
In this section, we review the definition of the n × n KdV B hierarchy and set up some notations. Readers who have seen the first paper [7] can go directly to section 3.
Let L = L(SL(n, C)) denote the group of smooth maps from S 1 to SL(n, C). A pair of subgroups L ± is a splitting of L if L + ∩ L − = {e} and the corresponding Lie algebra L = L(sl(n, C)) will be L = L + ⊕ L − . Let ξ ± denote the L ± component of ξ ∈ L with respect to L = L + + L − .
We use several splittings in this paper. The first splitting is called the standard splitting: Let L + (SL(n, C)) be the subgroup of g ∈ L(SL(n, C)) that is the boundary value of a holomorphic map from the disk |λ| ≤ 1, and L − (SL(n, C)) the subgroup of f ∈ L(SL(n, C)) that is the boundary value of a holomorphic mapf defined on 1 ≤ |λ| ≤ ∞ andf (∞) = I. The Lie algebras written in terms of Fourier series are given by L := L(sl(n, C)) = {ξ(λ) = j ξ j λ j |ξ j ∈ sl(n, C)}, L + (sl(n, C)) = {ξ ∈ L(sl(n, C)) ξ(λ) = j≥0 ξ j λ j }, L − (sl(n, C)) = {ξ ∈ L(sl(n, C)) ξ(λ) = j<0 ξ j λ j }.
Let N + , N − denote the subgroups of upper and lower triangular matrices in SL(n, C) with 1 on the diagonal entries respectively, B + , B − the subgroups of all upper and lower triangular matrices in SL(n, C) respectively, and N + , N − , B + , B − the corresponding Lie subalgebras.
We have described the standard splitting. There is a special splitting
The third type of splitting uses the same L + as the standard splitting. However, L − depends on a linear map B : sl(n, C) → N − , which we described in detail when we construct the flows.
To construct the flows we use the sequence
2)
J = e n1 λ + b ∈ L + , b = e 12 + e 23 + . . . + e n−1,n . (2.3)
Next we give some properties of J. A simple computation implies that J n = λI n , (2.4) 5) where I n is the n × n identity matrix. We recall a Lemma in [3] . Since the proof is simple we include it.
Lemma 2.1. ( [3] ) Given η ∈ L(gl(n, C)), there exist unique y i ∈ T n such that
where T n is the sub-algebra of all diagonal matrices in gl(n, C).
where h σ k = diag(h k+1 , . . . , h n , h 1 , . . . , h k ) if h = diag(h 1 , . . . , h n ).
The following Theorem is proved in several places in the literature ( [3] , [7] ). where y j (u)'s are diagonal matrices function. Moreover, (i) Q j (u) and y j (u) are differential polynomials of u in x variable for all j ≤ 0, (ii) Q 0 (u) − u ∈ N − .
Proof. Note that e n1 z n + b is conjugate to az, where
So there is a unique Q(u) satisfying (2.7) (for a proof cf. [6] ) and entries of Q j (u)'s are differential polynomials. It remains to prove that Q 0 (u) − u ∈ N − . Since u ∈ B − , by (2.5), we have u = n−1 i=0 h −i J −i , where h i = n−i j=1 u i+j,j e i+j,i+j , where u = (u ij ). Assume that Q(u) = J + j≤0 y j J j with y j ∈ C ∞ (R, T n ), where T n is the subalgebra of all diagonal matrices in gl(n, C). We use (2.6) to write (2.7) as a power series in J with C ∞ (R, T n ) coefficients on the left:
Then y j 's can be solved uniquely by comparing coefficients of J k for k ≤ 0 of the above equation. For k = 0, we obtain y 0 = h 0 . Theorem follows from the uniqueness of solution of (2.7).
Next we consider soliton hierarchy constructed from the splitting L ± of L = L(SL(n, C)) and the vacuum sequence J as in (2.2) . Then the flow equation generated by J j is the following evolution equation on C ∞ (R, Y ),
where
Here and henceforth we use ξ ± to denote the L ± components of ξ ∈ L. ξ = ξ + + ξ − By general theory, these flows commute.
It can be checked that
if and only if the first flow equation is the translation u t 1 = u x . In such case, we can identify t 1 = x. But not all splittings have this last property as we show in Example 2.9 that the standard splitting fails.
The formal inverse scattering
Set t = (t 1 , . . . , t N ) and
Given f ∈ L − , it follows from the Local Factorization Theorem (cf. Theorem 1.2 of [7] ) that there is an subset O 0 of the origin in R N such that we can factor
for all t ∈ O 0 . It can be checked by a direct computation (cf. [7] ) that
is a solution of the hierarchy, which is called the formal inverse scattering solution associated to f ∈ L − . We call E and M the frame and the reduced frame of u f . Note that u = 0 is a solution of the hierarchy and V (t) is a frame for u = 0. We call V (t) the vacuum frame.
As mentioned before that Q(u) + is not necessary to be J + u for the standard splitting. But all formal inverse scattering data solutions have this property, so we can identify t 1 with x for these solutions: Proposition 2.4. Let M denote the reduced frame of the formal inverse
(u f ) t 1 = (u f ) x , and we may identify t 1 with x for formal inverse scattering solutions.
Proof. It follows from the construction of u f that we have M = Ef V −1 . Since V and J commute, we get M JM −1 = Ef Jf −1 E −1 and
(2.11) Statements of the Proposition follow from (2.11) and a straight forward computation.
There is a sequence of natural commuting flows on L − constructed from the splitting L ± and the vacuum sequence J. Solutions of these flows on L − give rise to solutions of the soliton flows (2.8) (cf. [6] ):
then u := (M JM −1 ) + − J is a solution of the hierarchy constructed from L ± and the vacuum sequence J = {J j |j ≡ 0 (mod n)}.
We give below three known KdV type hierarchies arising from splittings discussed in the beginning of the section.
Let B : sl(n, C) → N − be a linear map satisfying
The hierarchy constructed from the splitting L ± and the vacuum sequence J (as in (2.2)) is called the n × n KdV B hierarchy (cf. [7] ). Note that
Example 2.7. The n × n KdV hierarchy [7] Let
(2.14)
A simple computation implies that {Λ i b n−1 Λ j |0 ≤ i, j ≤ n − 1} is a basis of sl(n, C) and {Λ i b n−1 Λ j |i, j ≥ 0, i + j < n − 1} is basis for the subalgebra N + . It was proved in [7] that the linear map B : sl(n) → N − defined by
satisfies conditions (a)-(c) given in Example 2.6. We call the hierarchy constructed from the splitting (L + (sl(n, C)), L B − ) given by this B and the vacuum sequence J as in (2.2) the n × n KdV hierarchy. The flows in this hierarchy are evolution equations on C ∞ (R, Y ), where
When n = 2, the only B which satisfies (2.12) is B(e 12 ) = ±e 21 . The 2 × 2 KdV hierarchy is the KdV hierarchy and the flow generated by J 3 is the KdV flow
When n = 3, the flow generated by J 2 in the 3 × 3 KdV hierarchy is the following coupled non-linear Schrödinger equations:
Let L ± be the special splitting of L(sl(n, C)) defined by (2.1). The n × n modified KdV hierarchy is the hierarchy constructed from the splitting L ± of L(sl(n, C)) and the vacuum sequence J (as in (2.2)). The flows in this hierarchy are evolution equations for maps u = diag(u 1 , . . . , u n ) with , C) ). The flows in the hierarchy constructed from L ± and the vacuum sequence J as ub (2.2) are evolution equations on C ∞ (R, Y ), where
By Proposition 2.4, Q(u f ) + = J + u f for formal inverse scattering solutions. But for general u ∈ C ∞ (R, Y ), the solution Q(u) of (2.7) need not satisfy the condition Q(u) + = J + u. A direct but long computation shows that
satisfies Q(u) + = J +u if and only if u i , v i 's satisfy a system of n−1 ordinary differential equations of the form
where p i is some differential polynomial of u 0 , u 1 , . . . , u i−1 in x variable for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. The flows (2.8) leave such a u invariant and the restriction gives a system of partial differential equations for u 0 , . . . , u n−2 . For example,
satisfies Q(u) = J + u if and only if
The flow generated by J 3 for such u gives the following evolution equation for u 0 :
Note that if u 0 is a solution of the above equation then q = 2(u 0 ) x is a solution of the KdV, i.e., q t = 1 4 (q xxx − 6qq x ).
The gauge group action and quotient flows
We review the construction of Drinfeld-Sokolov's KdV type hierarchy associated to the Kac-Moody algebra A n−1 -KdV hierarchy). They show these flows are equivalent to the Gelfand-Dickey flows on the space of n-th order differential operators on the line. We give a different proof later.
Let B ± , N ± , B ± , N ± , and G k be as in section 2, and J as in (2.3). Given an integer k, define a bi-linear form , k on L = L(sl(n, C)) as follows:
The group
and further acts on the space of connections
.
where ξ ± is the projection of ξ onto L ± .
Lemma 3.1. The gauge action of C ∞ (R, N − ) on the space of connections, {∂ x − ξ|ξ ∈ C ∞ (R, L)}, leaves the space
Proof. Given u ∈ C ∞ (R, B − ) and △ ∈ C ∞ (R, N − ), we note that
Some facts to note in the calculation are
Then we have
Corollary 3.2. The tangent space to the gauge group
By the uniqueness part of Theorem 2.2, we get Q(△ * u) = △Q(u)△ −1 .
To see that (3.6) defines a flow on
The left-hand side of the above equality lies in L + (sl(n, C)) and the right hand side is of the form
Next we show that flow (3.6) commute with the gauge action.
is the solution of (3.6) withũ(x, 0) =ũ 0 (x), or equivalently
Proof.
Hence we have
The proof of Lemma 3.5 also gives
, and Q(u), Q(v) be solutions of (2.7) for u and v respectively. Proof. We use the same notation as in Theorem 2.2. By Corollary 3.
By Corollary 3.2, (∂ t 1 − ∂ x )u is tangent to the gauge orbit.
From Lemma 3.5 and Proposition 3.7 we get the main theorem of this section:
The flow (3.6) on M(B − ) induces a well-defined quotient flow on the orbit space (or the quotient) M(B − )/C ∞ (R, N − ). Moreover, we have ∂ t 1 = ∂ x on the orbit space.
Cross section flows
We use the same notation as in section 3: For u ∈ C ∞ (R, B − ),
and for a linear subspace S of B − ,
Let S 0 and S 1 be linear subspaces of B − defined by
where Λ is given by (2.14). Note that M(S 0 ) is the phase spaces of the n × n KdV hierarchy.
In this section, we give a sufficient condition for a linear subspace S of
We also give an algorithm to compute the induced cross section flows from (3.6). Proof. Since M(S) is a cross-section of the gauge group, there exists a projection π :
To obtain the flow on M(S), we simply project the flow on M(B − ) onto M(S) using the gauge group. It is more or less a tautology that the induced flows on M(S)) and M(S) are gauge equivalent. They will look very different as evolution equations, but will be gauge equivalent.
Dirnfeld and Sokolov shows that M(S 1 ) is a cross section of the action of C ∞ (R, N − ) on M(B − ), where S 1 is defined by (4.2). Below we include a proof of this because the proof also gives rise to a condition on affine subspace S such that M(S) is a cross section.
First we set up some notation. Let
Moreover, let u = n−1 i=0 u −j with u −j ∈ G −j , and ξ = n−1 j=1 ξ j e n,n−j . Then
where η j is a polynomial in u 0 , u −1 , . . . , u −(j−1) and their x derivatives.
Proof. Since △e n1 = e n1 △ = e n1 , (4.5) is equivalent to
It is easy to check that ad(b) : G −(j+1) → G −j is injective and the image is
We will prove the remainder of this Proposition by induction. Suppose we have solved ξ 1 , . . . , ξ j−1 and △ −1 , . . . , △ −j . Note that ξ 0 = 0. Equate the G −j component in (4.7) to get
The above equation is solvable for △ −(j+1) if and only if the tr −j of the right-hand side is zero, i.e.,
This gives a formula for ξ j in terms of ξ 1 , . . . , ξ j−1 and
We call ξ the GD variable of u.
The proof of Proposition 4.2 gives a simple criterion on subspace S such that M(S) is a cross sections of the C ∞ (R, N − ) gauge action on M(B − ):
We proved in a previous paper [7] that tr −j (Λ j ) = 0 (cf. Lemma 2.7 of [7] ). So M(S 0 ) is a cross section, where S 0 is given by (4.1).
Corollary 4.5. Let S 0 and S 1 be as defined by (4.1) and (4.2). Then
(1) The restriction of Ψ :
where η j is a polynomial in u 1 , . . . , u j−1 and their x derivatives.
We also need the following corollary later. 
The cross-section flow
If M(S) is a cross section of the C ∞ (R, N − ) gauge action on M(B − ), then we can compute the induced cross section flow on M(S) as follows:
where ξ + is the projection with respect to the standard splitting of L and Q(v) is the solution of (2.7) for u = v. In fact, η j (v) can be solved algebraically from (4.12) and entries η j are polynomials in v ∈ C ∞ (R, S) and its x derivatives. The induced cross section flow on M(S) is
We call the hierarchy of cross section flows (4.13) on M(S 1 ) the DS A
n−1 -KdV hierarchy. Although cross section flows on various cross sections may look different, they are equivalent under the gauge group.
In general, the cross section flows (4.13) do not come from a splitting. In particular, the DS A (1) n−1 -KdV hierarchy on M(S 1 ) does not come from a splitting. But the cross section flows on M(S 0 ) do come from a splitting, where S 0 is defined by (4.1). In fact, for u ∈ C ∞ (R, S 0 ), we have (Q(u) j ) + − η j (u) = π + (Q(u) j ), where π + is the projection of L with respect to the splitting of n × n KdV hierarchy given in Example 2.7.
Tau functions
Let , k denote the bilinear form on L defined by (3.1). The usual choice of cocycle is (cf. [5] )
We will use ξ λ to denote ∂ξ/∂λ. In this section, we assume that
Then L + , L + −1 = 0 and L ± is compatible with the 2-cocyle w defined by (5.1), i.e., w(ξ, η) = 0 for all ξ, η ∈ L + and for all ξ, η ∈ L − . We consider hierarchy constructed from such splitting and the sequence J = {J j |j ≡ 0(mod n)}, where
where B − is the space of lower triangular matrices in sl(n, C). It turns out that all the splittings we have used in section 2 satisfy conditions (a) and (b). It was proved in [8] that tau functions, which are complex valued functions of t = (t 1 , . . . , t N ), are defined for the hierarchy constructed from L ± and the vacuum sequence J. The following integral formulas for partials of ln τ f are proved in [8] :
Here M is the reduced frame for the formal inverse scattering solution u f given by f ∈ L − . Note that formulas similar to these for other systems appear in many places as definition of tau functions, including the work of [1] . We will prove the following two results in this section:
• (ln τ f ) t i t j is invariant under the C ∞ (R, N − ) gauge transformations and only depends on the GD variable ξ of u f (cf. Definition 4.3). In particular, (ln τ f ) t i t j is independent of the splittings and d (ln τ ) is defined for DS A
n−1 -KdV hierarchy, where d is the differential with respect to t 1 , . . . , t N .
• We can recover u f from {(ln τ f ) t 1 t j |1 ≤ j ≤ n − 1} for the n × n KdV hierarchy.
The map f → u f is not injective. In fact, if h ∈ L − satisfying hJ = Jh, then u f = u f h and the reduced frameM for u f h is equal to M h, where M is the reduced frame for u f . By (5.
Next we prove that (ln τ f ) t j t k only depends on the GD variables of u f . So they are gauge invariant.
, f ∈ L − , and M and ξ the reduced frame and GD variable of the formal inverse scattering solution u f of the hierarchy constructed from L ± and J = {J j |j ≡ 0 (mod n)} respectively. Then
where Q(ξ) is the solution of (2.7) for ξ.
is the solution for (2.7) for ξ. Since △ is independent of λ, we have
Use (5.5) and the above equations to see the following.
This proves that (ln τ f ) t j t k only depends on the GD variable ξ of u f .
We need explicit formula for the first n terms of the solution Q(ξ) of (2.7) as a power series in J for ξ ∈ C ∞ (R, S 1 ).
ξ j e n,n−j . Then h 0 = 0 and Proof. We use (2.5) and a simple computation to show that
It follows from (2.5) that Q(ξ) as a power series of J has the form
Note that the coefficient of J 0 in the expansion of Q(ξ) is zero. Since Q(ξ) is the solution of (2.7), we get
where A i = ξ i e nn for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. Write
We will prove (5.6) by induction: For j = 1, compare coefficient of J 0 in the first equation of (5.9) and use (2.6) to get
By (2.6), we get h
Compare coefficient of J n−2 in the second equation of (5.9) and use (2.6) to get
So we have n c, where c = diag(1, . . . , 1, −(n − 1)). Next we define weights as follows:
and the weight w(h j ) = j, where ζ j depends on ξ 1 , . . . , ξ j−1 . Compare coefficients of J −i and J n−i−2 of the first and the second equations of (5.9) respectively and the induction hypothesis to get
where φ i and ψ i are functions of ξ 1 , . . . , ξ i and their t 1 derivatives and the weights of φ i and ψ i are i + 1. These two equations imply that
where c = diag(1, 1, . . . , −(n − 1)) and ζ i+1 is a function of ξ 1 , . . . , ξ i and their t 1 derivatives. This proves (5.6) for j = i + 1.
The following Theorem shows that we can recover the GD variable of u f from {(ln τ ξ ) t 1 t j |1 ≤ j ≤ n − 1}. 
where y j 's are polynomials in ξ 1 , . . . , ξ j−1 and their t 1 derivatives.
Proof. By Proposition 2.4, the solution Q(u f ) for (2.7) is M JM −1 , where M is the reduced frame for u f . It follows from Proposition 5.1 that we have
If y is a diagonal matrices, then it follows from (2.5) that we have
Therefore we can compute k i in terms of h k 's. In particular, we have
This proves that
The first term is equal to
(5.13)
For 1 ≤ j ≤ n − 1, we use Lemma 5.2 to see that
where γ j is a function of ξ 1 , . . . , ξ j−1 and their t 1 -derivative. So formula (5.12) follows. 
Corollary 5.5. We can recover the formal inverse scattering solution u f with scattering data f from {(ln τ f ) t 1 t j |1 ≤ j ≤ n − 1} for the n × n KdV hierarchy.
Virasoro action on tau functions
In this section we assume L = L(sl(n, C)), and L ± is a splitting of L such that L + = L + (sl(n, C)) as in the standard splitting and L − ⊂ N − + L − (sl(n, C)). Then L ± satisfies (5.2) given in the beginning of 5. The main goal is to prove that the Virasoro vector fields constructed in [8] on ln τ f of the hierarchy given by L ± and J = {J j |j ≡ 0 (mod n)} are partial differential operators of ln τ f . Here J = e n1 λ + b as defined by (2.3).
Let V (t) = exp( N j=1 t j J j ) be the vacuum frame defined by (2.10). Here we assume
Recall that the formal inverse scattering solution
and M is the reduced frame of u f . The positive Virasoro algebra V + is the Lie algebra V + = {ξ ℓ |ℓ ≥ −1} with the bracket relations
An action of V + on N is a sequence of tangent vector fields X j on N satisfies
We call these X j Virasoro vector fields on N . Set
We proved in [8] that
are Virasoro vector fields on L − and the induced Virasoro vector fields on reduced frames and ln τ f are
3)
Henceforth in this section we use the following notations:
where Ξ is defined by (6.1). Note thatΓ is a derivation, i.e.,
The degree of ξ ∈ L(sl(n, C)) is k if ξ(λ) = i≤k ξ i λ i .
We need the following two lemmas to write the formula (6.3) in a better form. Both lemmas can be proved by direct computations. Lemma 6.1. LetΓ be defined by (6.6), J = e n1 λ + b as in (2.3), and V (t) the vacuum frame defined by (2.10). Then we havê
10)
where t nk = 0.
Lemma 6.2. Let E and M be the frame and reduced frame for the formal inverse scattering solution u f . Then we have
whereĴ is defined by (6.9).
Theorem 6.3. The Virasoro vector fields (6.3) on the reduced frame M is given by
HereĴ is defined by (6.9), Γ is defined by (6.5), and ℓ ≥ −1.
Since u f = (M JM −1 ) + − J, we have
Note that Ξ is diagonal the diagonal entries of J m are zero if m ≡ 0(mod n).
. This implies the following.
Corollary 6.4. The V + -action on u f is given by
Note that entries of Q(u f ) = M JM −1 are differential polynomials of u f , but entries of M λ M −1 are not. So the Virasoro vector fields on u f are not given by differential operators.
Theorem 6.5. The Virasoro vector fields (6.4) on X = ln τ f are given by the following formulas:
where c ℓ (f ) = λ ℓ ((Γf )f −1 ) 2 0 and Γ is the operator defined by (6.5). Here we assume X t nk = 0 for all k ≥ 1.
We need several Lemmas to prove this theorem.
Lemma 6.6. Let M denote the reduced frame of the formal inverse scattering solution u f , and Q := Q(u f ) = M JM −1 . Then Q n = λI n , [Q i , Q j ] = 0, and
Compute directly to get
A simple computation implies that
So (6.13) follows. We use (6.13), tr([
This gives (6.14).
Lemma 6.7. Let M denote the reduced frame of the formal inverse scatter-
0 . Proof. By (6.11), we get
, whereĴ is given by (6.9). The degree of λE λ E −1 is 1, so the second term is zero. If k ≥ 1, then third term is zero. If k = 0, then the third term is equal to
Lemma 6.8. Let M be the reduced frame for u f , and
But ∂η has no λ −1 term.
Lemma 6.9. Let M be the reduced frame for u f , P = (ΓM )M −1 . Then for 0 ≤ j ≤ n − 1, we have
Note that for j = 0, the right hand side of (6.16) gives tr(P 2 Q n ) = tr(P 2 λ).
Lemma 6.10. Let S, T ∈ L, and ∂ = ∂ λ . Then
6.11. Proof of Theorem 6.5 By (6.4), we have
0 . We use (6.11),
and λ ℓ+2 (E λ E −1 ) 2 0 = 0 for ℓ ≥ −1 to get
where c ℓ (f ) = λ ℓ ((Γf )f −1 ) 2 0 andĴ as in (6.9) . Note that
First we compute (II). Recall that J k = (b t ) n−k λ + b k for 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1, and J n = λI n . Since the degree ofĴ 2 is zero, we have (II) = 0 if ℓ > 0. For ℓ = 0, since the constant term of the expansion ofĴ 2 in λ is in N + , (II) = 0. Hence we have (II) = 0, ℓ ≥ 0.
To compute (III), we write
It follows from J n = λI n that
The degree of M λ M −1 is −2 and the degree of M J k M −1 is 1 for 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1. So we have (i) = 0. This proves that
Next we compute (I). For ℓ = −1, since the degree of λ −1 ((ΓM )M −1 ) 2 in λ is −1, we have (I) = 0, ℓ = −1.
0 . Since the degrees of the first term and the third term in λ are −2 and −1 respectively, we have
To compute (I) for ℓ ≥ 1, we set Q = M JM −1 . Then Q j = M J j M −1 and Q n = λI n . Write
A direct computation implies that
Let ξ = Q i and η = Q n−i in the above equation to see that
Let η k = the coefficient of λ k of tr(η(λ)). Note that the degrees of P and P Q i and P Q nℓ−i are 0, 1 and ℓ respectively, where 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 So we have
Use Q n = λI to continue the computation and we get
But J j , Ξ 0 = 0. Hence Q j , P 0 = X t j for j ≡ 0(mod n). Substitute this into (A) above to get
By Lemma 6.7, we have
Thus we get
Next we compute
By (6.14), the second and third terms are zero. The fourth term is
Use (6.14) to get
which is zero if ℓ ≥ 1. So we have
Apply (6.19) to the above equation to get
But for 1 ≤ j ≤ n − 1, Q j has degree 1, so ∂ λ Q i is independent of λ. But ∂ λ ξ has no λ −1 term. Hence the second term of the right hand side of (B) given above is zero and we get
Apply (6.20) ℓ times and use (6.15) to get
So we have
Collecting terms to get the formulas for δ ℓ X .
Remark 6.12. The splittings of the n × n KdV B hierarchy satisfy (5.2). So the Virasoro vector fields on tau functions for the n × n KdV B hierarchy are given by partial differential operators, which are independent of the choice of B modulo constants.
7. Equivalence of GD n -flows and n × n KdV flows
Ce ni , where Λ is defined by (2.14). We have seen in section 4 that the map Ψ : M(S 0 ) → M(S 1 ) defined by Definition 4.3 is a bijection from the phase space of the n × n KdV to the phase space of the DS A (1) n−1 hierarchies. The phase space of the GD n hierarchy is
It is clear that
x . Drinfeld and Sokolov [3] shows that the DS A (1) n−1 hierarchy is the GD n flows constructed from pseudo-differential operators under the bijection φ. Hence the n × n KdV flows correspond to the GD n flows under the bijection Ψ = φ • Ψ from M(S 0 ) to P n . This section gives a different proof and an algorithm to construct the solution u f and its reduced frame of the n×n KdV hierarchy from a solution P ξ(t) of the GD n hierarchy such thatΨ(u f ) = P ξ . We need this to show that the Virasoro action we obtain in section 6 is the same given in the physics literature and contained in the survey article [9] by van Moerbeke.
We first review the construction of GD n hierarchy from pseudo-differential operators (cf. [2] ). For a pseudo-differential operator τ = j≤n 0 τ j ∂ j x , we use the following notations:
The flows are defined as follows:
Here P 1 n is the pseudo-differential operator whose n-th power is P . Note that if j = kn for some positive integer, then the flow vanishes.
It is known (cf. [9] ) that if
is a solution of the GD n -hierarchy, then there is a pseudo-differential operator σ(t) of the form
Recall that the phase spaces of the n × n KdV hierarchy is M(S 0 ) = {L u = ∂ x − (J + u)|u ∈ C ∞ (R, S 0 )} and the mapΨ :
5) is a bijection. By Proposition 4.2, there exist unique smooth maps △ : R → N − and ξ ∈ C ∞ (R, S 1 ) satisfying
Theorem 7.1. The flows of the n × n KdV hierarchy correspond to the flows of the GD n hierarchy under the bijectionΨ : M(S 0 ) → P n defined by P (L u ) = P ξ , where ξ is the GD variable for u.
Outline of the proof of Theorem 7.1
We identify t 1 with x. Given a solution
x of the GD n hierarchy, let σ(t) be as in (7. 2) that satisfying (7.3) and (7.4), i.e., P (t) = σ(t)∂ n x σ(t) −1 . Step 1. We use σ(t) to construct a parallel frameF for the connection (∂ x − (J + ξ)), i.e.,F xF
Step 2. Set Q(t) =F (t)V (t) −1 , where V (t) = exp( N j=1 t j J j ) is the vacuum frame. Factor Q(t) = η + (t)M (t) with η + (t) ∈ L + and M (t) ∈ L − , where L ± is the splitting that gives the n × n KdV hierarchy. Then we prove that (i) η + is in the subgroup N − of strictly lower triangular matrices and independent of λ, (ii) M t j M −1 = −(M J j M −1 ) − , for all j ≥ 0 and j ≡ 0 (mod n), (iii) (M JM −1 ) + is of the form J + u for some solution u of the n × n KdV hierarchy.
Step 3. We prove that ξ is the GD variable for u. HenceΨ maps the n × n KdV flows to the GD n flows.
The following Lemma proves Step 1.
a solution of the GD nhierarchy, and σ(t) a pseudo-differential operator of the form (7.2) satisfying (7.3) and (7.4). Let V 1 denote the first row of V (t) = exp( N j=1 t j J j ). LetF denote the matrix valued map whose first rowF 1 is σ(t)(V 1 ) and the (i+1)-th Proof.
(1) We need to proveF x = (J + ξ)F , i.e.,
The first equations of (7.7) follows from the definition ofF . To prove the second equation of (7.7) is equivalent to prove
To prove this, we proceed as follows: Let V i denote the i-th row of V . Since ∂ x V = JV , we have
Hence (P ξ − λ)F 1 = 0. But
This proves (7.8) and L ξF = 0.
(2) follows from a simple computation using
Lemma 7.4. The operator S defined in Lemma 7.3 has the following properties:
Proof. It is clear that S is linear. The rest of the Proposition follows from simple and direct computations.
Next we give a necessary condition for g ∈ L − (SL(n, C)) being in the negative subgroup L − of the n × n KdV hierarchy:
Proof. We need to use the equivalent splitting of the n × n KdV hierarchy constructed in [7] to prove this Lemma: Let c k =
1−α , and
where α = exp(2πi/n) and Λ is defined by (2.14). It was proved in [7] that φ −1 n (z) is a polynomial in z. Let L φn denote the subgroup of f ∈ L(SL(n, C)) satisfying the reality condition
In other words, η(z) = i η i z i ∈ L φn if and only if φ n (z)η(z)φ n (z) −1 is a power series in z n . Let Φ denote the following Lie algebra isomorphism:
is the standard splitting of L(sl(n, C)). The following results were proved in [7] :
, where L − is the negative group for the n × n KdV hierarchy.
(ii) If ξ ∈ sl(n, C), then 
− , first we claim that there exists h(λ)
− (h i 's can be solved by comparing coefficients of λ i ). It follows from (iii) of the results for the equivalent splitting of n × n KdV hierarchy in z-gauge given above that
By (7.14), we have
The next Lemma proves Step 2 (i).
Lemma 7.6. LetF (t) and V (t) be as in Lemma 7.3, and W =F V −1 . Then (i) W = i≤0 q i λ i and q 0 ∈ N − , (ii) factor W = η + M with respect to the splitting of the n × n KdV, then η + is independent of λ and lies in N − .
Proof. It follows from Lemma 7.4 that
To write W as a power series in λ, we note that J −n = λ −1 and J −i = (b t ) i + b n−i λ −1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. Thus we have
The degree of the third term is −1. So only the first and second term contribute to the constant term of W . Since S −i ∈ N − and the constant term of J −i is (b t ) i , the constant term of W in λ expansion is in N − . This proves (i). By Lemma 7.5, M is of the form
Equate the constant term in W = η + M to see that η + is independent of λ and q 0 = η + (1 + B(p −1 ) ). So η + = q 0 (I + B(p −1 )) −1 , which is independent of λ and is in N − .
Lemma 7.7. LetF = S(σ)V (t) as in Lemma 7.3, and T a pseudo-differential operator. Then
15) with respect to the splitting of the n × n KdV hierarchy.
Proof. LetẼ denote the solution of
We have shown that the second term is in L + . Thus (7.15) is true.
Now we are ready to prove Step 2 (ii) and (iii).
Lemma 7.8. LetF (t) = S(σ)V (t) as in Lemma 7.3, and W (t) =F V (t) −1 . Factor W (t) = η + (t)M (t) with η + (t) ∈ N − and M ∈ L − as in Lemma 7.6.
Since W =F V −1 andF = S(σ)V , it follows from Lemma 7.4 that we have
By Lemma 7.7,
Here we use the notation ξ ≡ η (mod L + ) if ξ − η ∈ L + . By (7.16), we have
This proves (i). Statement (ii) follows from (i) and Theorem 2.5.
7.9.
Proof of Theorem 7.1 Let P ξ(t) be a solution of the GD n -hierarchy, and σ(t), V (t) andF (t) = S(σ(t))V (t) as in Lemma 7.3, and W (t) =F (t)V (t) −1 . Factor W (t) = η + (t)M (t) and let u(t) as in Lemma 7.8. By Lemma 7.8, u(t) is a solution of the n × n KdV hierarchy. Let L u = ∂ x − (J + u), and L ξ = ∂ x − (J + ξ(t)). It remains to prove that Ψ(L u ) = L ξ . To prove this, we compute
By Lemma 7.3, we haveF = S(σ)V andDF =F x − (J + ξ)F = 0. Sõ
. By Lemma 7.6, η + is in N − and independent of λ. So it follows from Corollary 4.6 that η + = △ and Ψ(L + u) = L ξ . This completes the proof of Theorem.
The above proof in fact gives an algorithm to compute the solution of the n × n KdV solution that corresponds to the solution ξ of the GD n .
a solution of the GD n hierarchy, and ξ(t) =
, and S(σ) be defined by (7.6). Set W = (S(σ)(V ))V −1 . Factor W = △M with △ ∈ L + and M ∈ L − . Then (1) △ λ = 0 and △ ∈ N − , (2) u = M JM −1 − J is a solution of the n × n KdV hierarchy, (3) let f = M (0), then u = u f and M is the reduced frame, (4)Ψ(L u ) = P ξ , whereΨ is the bijection from M(S 0 ) to P n defined by (7.5).
The Virasoro actions agree
We gave an action of V + on reduced frames of the n × n KdV hierarchy in section 6. There is also a well-known action of V + on the solutions of the GD n -flows. In this section, we prove that these two actions are the same via the isomorphismΨ between the phase spaces of the n × n KdV and the GD n hierarchies given in section 7.
The well-known V + -action (cf. Then σ ∈ S n if and only if σ∂ n x σ −1 ∈ P n , the phase space of the GD n hierarchy. It can be checked easily that the vector field 
ke k+1,k , and S −j is defined by (7.10). Proof. We assume (δ ℓ σ)σ −1 = Write σ = j≤0 σ j ∂ j with σ 0 = 1. Then
By Lemma 7.4 (iii), we have
where C = n−1 k=1 ke k+1,k and S −j is defined by (7.10). Proof. By Theorem 6.3, the induced V + -action on reduced frame M of the n × n KdV hierarchy is
Recall that the Virasoro vector fields on the reduced frames M induced from the Virasoro vector fields η ℓ on S n 's is
as given in Theorem 8.2. We want to prove that η ℓ = δ ℓ . It is clear that the second term of (8.5) is equal to (Z 1 + Z 2 ) − .
To compute the first term of (8. Hence we have
The last equality holds because ℓ > 0 implies that λ ℓ △ −1 Ξ△ ∈ L + . By Lemma 7.6, W = j≥0 S −j J −j , and S −j is given by (7.10), i.e., 
This implies that
But M t 1 M −1 = −π − (M JM ) (recall that we identify t 1 = x). So we have
This completes the proof.
